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Abstract— This paper is describes the soft and
smooth start to a 3 phase induction motor. The three phase
induction motor during the initial starting condition draws
up much higher current than its capacity and the motor
instantly reaches the full speed. This results in a
mechanical jerk and high electrical stress on the windings
of the motor. Sometimes the windings may get burnt. The
prototype have been developed to give a soft start to the
induction motor based on the SCR firing triggered by
heavily delayed firing angle during starting and then
gradually reducing the delay till it reaches zero voltage
triggering. This results in low voltage during start and
then gradually to full voltage. Thus the motor starts slowly
and then slowly picks up to full speed. The working
prototype consists of a six anti-parallel SCRs, two for each
phase, the output of which is connected to a set of lamps
representing the coils of a 3 phase induction motor,
capacitors , comparators ,opto-isolators to trigger the
SCRs etc .This can be enhanced by using IGBTs in place of
SCRs with PWM control to reduce harmonic distortions
often encountered in SCR triggering mechanism for future
scope. The implementation of hardware model has been
discussed in this paper.

representing the coils of a 3 phase induction motor. The
charging and discharging of capacitors is interfaced to
comparators resulting in delayed firing pulses during start and
then gradually reducing the delay till the motor runs at full
speed. Output from the comparators is fed through optoisolators to trigger the SCRs.
Further the project can be enhanced by using IGBTs in place
of SCRs with PWM control to reduce harmonic distortions
often encountered in SCR triggering mechanism.
II. DESCRIPTION
A.SOFT STARTERS
A soft starter is another form of reduced voltage
starter for A.C. induction motors. The soft starter is similar to
a primary resistance or primary reactance starter in that it is in
series with the supply to the motor [2]. The current into the
starter equals the current out. The soft starter employs solid
state devices to control the current flow and therefore the
voltage applied to the motor. In theory, soft starters can be
connected in series with the line voltage applied to the motor,
or can be connected inside the delta loop of a delta connected
motor, controlling the voltage applied to each winding.

Keywords— SCR triggering; Firing angle delay;
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I. INTRODUCTION
The project is designed to provide a soft and smooth start to a
3 phase induction motor. The three phase induction motor
during the initial starting condition draws up much higher
current than its capacity and the motor instantly reaches the
full speed. This results in a mechanical jerk and high electrical
stress on the windings of the motor. Sometimes the windings
may get burnt. The induction motor should start smoothly and
gradually catch up the speed for a safer operation. This project
is designed to give a soft start to the induction motor based on
the SCR firing triggered by heavily delayed firing angle during
starting and then gradually reducing the delay till it reaches
zero voltage triggering. This results in low voltage during start
and then gradually to full voltage. Thus the motor starts slowly
and then slowly picks up to full speed [1].

Fig: 1 Block diagram for soft starting of induction motor
There is the block diagram shown in the fig 1 in this
voltage is controlled by SCRs [3].

This project consists of a six anti-parallel SCRs, two for each
phase, the output of which is connected to a set of lamps
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B.VOLTAGE CONTROL
Voltage control is achieved by means of
solid state A.C. switches in series with one or more phases.
These switches comprise either as shown in fig 2. These Solid
State Switches are phase controlled in a similar manner to a
light dimmer, in that they are turned on for a part of each
cycle. The average voltage is controlled by varying the
conduction angle of the switches.[4] Increasing the conduction
angle will increase the average output voltage. Controlling the
average output voltage by means of solid state switches has a
number of advantages, one of the major advantages being the
vast improvement in efficiency relative to the primary
resistance starter, due to the low on state voltage of the solid
state switches.

required. So we generate our own DC power supply as
follows.

1 x Triac per phase

1 x SCR and 1 x Diode reverse parallel
connected per phase.

2 x SCRs reverse parallel connected per
phase.

Fig: 2 Solid state switches
Typically, the power dissipation in the starter, during
start, will be less than 1% of the power dissipated in a primary
resistance starter during start [5]. Another major advantage of
the solid state starter is that the average voltage can be easily
altered to suit the required starting conditions. By variation of
the conduction angle, the output voltage can be increased or
reduced, and this can be achieved automatically by the control
electronics [6].
III.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF PRAPOSED MODEL

The 3 phase induction motor should not be given full
voltage at a time of starting, because in off condition the back
EMF of the motor is very low, So initially it draws high
current. To start the motor with low current, two SCR’S are
connected back to back in each phase and are triggered slowly
initially by delayed firing angle and gradually the triggering
pulse is increased by decreasing the delay in firing angle till
zero delay so that motor current slowly rises without any
excessive current during the starting of the motor.
To trigger the gates of SCRS , the operational
amplifiers are used i.e. LM339 and LM324. Lm324 op-amp is

Fig: 3 Circuit diagram of proposed model
Three step-down transformers are used to step down
230v AC to 12v AC for each phase; three bridge rectifiers are
connected to convert 12v AC to DC. Since we need pure DC
as well as pulsating DC, a blocking diode is employed after
each bridge rectifier to isolate pulsating DC and pure DC.
After blocking a filter capacitor is connected to get the pure
DC.
The AC supply is not constant always so a 7812
voltage regulator is employed to get the fixed 12v DC supply.
A 10uf capacitor is connected at the output of 7812 for
stability; a LED with a series resistor 1k is connected to
indicate the power. Lets discuss about the ramp generation and
level generation for one phase and the same thing is applied
for rest 2 phases.

configured to get a level voltage comparison at its input that
will initially be high and gradually full to zero.as shown in fig
3. To achieve the above operations +12v DC supply is
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Fig: 4 Showing voltage level in p-n-p BC 558
For generating level voltage a p-n-p BC 558
transistor is used whose emitter is connected to the +12v
supply and base is connected to a ceramic capacitor 0.4uf and
the collector is connected to an electrolytic capacitor 2.2uf via
10k resistor as shown in fig 4. Initially at the time of switch on
the the base of transistor allows current flow from emitter to
base and charges the 0.4uf capacitor as well as current flows
from emitter to collector and charges 2.2uf capacitor.
When 0.4uf is fully charged, the base becomes high
due to which the current stops flowing from emitter to base
and collector. The positive terminal of 2.2uf capacitor is
connected to the non-inverting pin of LM324 comparator, the
inverting terminal of comparator is fed from a fixed voltage.
When the 2.2uf capacitor is charging the voltage at noninverting terminal is greater than the inverting terminal, hence
the output of comparator is high during this time. When the
2.2uf capacitor starts discharging the voltage at the output of
comparator also falls gradually because the voltage at non
inverting terminal falls lower slowly than the inverting
terminal. Hence the level of the voltage is initially high and
gradually falls down; this level voltage L is fed to another
comparator of Op-amp LM339.

CAPACITORS
470uF/35V
1
10uF/63V
1
2.2uF/25V
4
0.47uF (470nF) Polyester
2
0.1uF/400V Polyester
3
DIODES
1N4007
21
IN4148
5
Integrated Circuits
7812
1
LM339
2
LM324
1
MOC3021
6
IC BASE
14-PIN BASE
3
06-PIN BASE
6
TRANSISTORS
BC558/BC557
4
BC547
3
MISCELLENEOUS
PUSH BUTTON 2-PIN
1
TRANSFORMER 0-12V, 500Ma
3
LED-RED
2
LED-YELLOW
1
LED-GREEN
1
MALE BURGE 2-PIN
3
FEMALE BURGE 2-PIN (For
Transformers)
3
HEAT SINK
7
SCREW NUT FOR HEAT7
SCR (TYN612 0R TYN616)
6
PCB CONNECTORS 3-PIN
2
LAMP
6
Table:1. Details of components used in hardware

IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The circuit diagram has been implemented using the
following components and the prototype has been tested for
bulb load. The details of which is provided in table 1.
Component Name with rating
RESISTORS
560R
1K
2.2K
3.3K
4.7K
10K
22K
27K
100K
2.2M
100R/2W
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Quantity
6
7
3
3
9
6
6
1
3
2
3

Fig: 5 The circuit involved in prototype
The prototype has been developed as shown in the model in
fig 5 and fig 6.The same has been tested for load resembles the
induction motor.
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Fig :7 Expected outcome
V. CONCLUSION
Realization of this prototype will enhance the safety
of induction motor and solve the problem related with its
starting .Use of this technology makes induction motor more
cost effective and efficient. So it can be implemented for small
scale industries also. Further enhancement can be done by the
use of IGBT which will reduce the harmonics and make it
more effective for industries.
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